POMPEIAN CANDLE BRACKET

The direction of grain of wood.

OVERLAY: Cut from 3/16 in. wood. Note the pattern for these overlays may be stuck down to one glass on the wood, the waste wood from the centre of large overlay being used for the smaller overlay.

For Prices of Wood and Fittings see current Catalogue, or on application.

NOTE: The Hobbes Presentation Designs are not given away with back numbers of Hobbes. Additional copies may be had from Hobbes Limited.

Main Back: Cut one 3/16 in. thick. Dotted lines indicate positions of overlays and brackets.

MIRROR No. 3755

Cut one of each 3/16 in. thick and glue together as sketch, to form block in which to screw the candle socket.

Bracket to hold candle socket. Cut the two pieces from 3/16 in. wood.